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	Text1p12: Public School 174 William Sidney Mount
	Text2p12: Ms.Cooper ArtChronicle
	Text4p12: GRADES K-1
	Text4ap12: Grade K will learn to use tools and art materials properly and safely while exploring color. Grade K is exploring how to identify and recognize colors in their world, as well as understand primary colors and their source as they create color wheels. First Grade is completing a Kandinsky-inspired abstract work of art that demonstrates experimentation with drawing tools such as oil pastels and  crayons, use of varied lines and colors to show expression.  Students will learn about texture and organic shapes in art . They will create a work of art using painted paper and collage. Inspiration will come from looking at Henri Matisse’s work.
	Text5p12: SECOND & THIRD GRADES
	Text5ap12: Second Grade is creating self-portraits using various types of line to form patterns. Third Grade is learning to use their imagination in art as they complete their artwork after being inspired by artist Marc Chagall.
	Text6p12: FOURTH & FIFTH GRADES
	Text6ap12: Fourth Grade is exploring the  elements of art and principles of design by using radial balance to create beautiful name mandalas. Fifth Grade is exploring the color wheel and its color sequence by creating color progression works of art.
	Text7p12: NOTES FROM THE TEACHER
	Text7ap12: Sketchbook Entries for your child to practice:1. Draw family members with things that are important to them.2. Draw an animal playing a musical instrument3. Draw a slice of the best pizza you have ever seen.
	Text3p12: Artist Spotlight
	Text3ap12:      Marc Chagall was a famous painter who was born in the Jewish neighborhood of Vitebsk, Russia in 1887. Although he was born in Russia, he spent most of his life in France. You can see the influences of both his Jewish heritage and his love of France in many of his paintings.  People called Chagall a dreamer because of the themes and content in his artwork. He loved to add flying figures in his artwork as a way of expressing love. He said that “Loves gives you wings.” Great Chagall Books to Read:* I Am Marc Chagall * Dreamer from the Village: The Story of Marc Chagall* Journey on a Cloud: A Children’s Book Inspired by Marc Chagall


